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ABSTRACT: When empty tanks with discrete and flexible anchors are analyzed with a focus on buckling
due to wind loads, a radially and meridionally restrained lower edge is usually assumed. Using six typical tank
geometries, it is observed from FE calculations that this simplification may yield unsafe design depending on the
anchor stiffness of the particular case. The results of a parametric study are published to help the designer to
draw the first conclusion whether discrete and flexible anchors shall be considered in the FE model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Thin-walled tanks made of steel are built employing
multiple erection methods and are used for the storage
of a large variety of mediums. Especially in the biogas
industry, where expensive stainless steel is the mate-
rial of choice, structures of very light weight are con-
structed. Normally, closely spaced undercut anchors
are chosen to fasten the tank to the base slab, providing
a connection that may not be safe-sidedly modeled as
radially and meridionally restrained (pinned, BC1f).

This paper presents a numerical study on six typical
tanks. The analysis procedure is described in detail.
First conclusions of the buckling behaviour of the dif-
ferent shells are drawn using a pinned lower edge.
Subsequently, a parametric study is conducted to re-
veal the buckling resistance of flexibly anchored tanks
with discretely modeled anchors. It is shown, that the
current design practice, assuming a pinned boundary
at the bottom instead of flexible, discrete anchors, may
yield unsafe buckling resistances.

2 BASIS OF THE NUMERICAL STUDIES

2.1 Properties and model of shells in focus

Tank geometries chosen for a numerical assessment are
summarized in table 1. Index "WG" is used for "Wind
Girder" and "IS" stands for "Intermediate Stiffener".
The shell length L is kept constant at 6500 mm for all
cylinders. Intermediate ring stiffeners are placed at a

distance of LIS = 1300 mm.
A simplified elastic-ideal plastic material law is em-

ployed for stainless steel with a Young’s modulus E of
170 000 N/mm2, yield strength fy of 220 N/mm2 and
a tensile strength fu of 221 N/mm2.
The dimensions of the wind girder of tanks I and IV
were calculated using the minimum stiffness formula
(eq. 1) provided by (Ansourian 1992). This equation
was deduced assuming that a sufficient second order
moment of area is found when the first buckling eigen-
mode of a cylindrical shell, subject to external pres-
sure, does not show radial deflection of the eaves ring.
Hence, quite small section moduli are derived, not
allowing for a large post-buckling-gain.

IWG = 0.048T 3L (1)

The dimensions of the wind girders of tanks II, III, V
and VI were determined using eq. 2 (where qp,W is the
wind pressure in the stagnation zone in kN/m2; adopted
from (Knödel & Ummenhofer 2004)). These section
moduli (WWG) show a closer fit to the practically used
eaves rings dimensions. Trying to provoke a global
failure of a squat tank, equipped with an end ring of
the section modulus determined by eq. 2, "no failure of
the ring could be produced" (Knödel & Ummenhofer
2004). Three different imperfection shapes were used
by Knödel without success in achieving global buck-
ling failure. Hence, appreciable post-buckling strength
gains may be expected when the end ring dimensions
are chosen according to the outcome of eq. 2.

WWG = 7 · 10−8 (2R)2L qp,W/
(
3
[
kN/m2]) (2)



Table 1: Shell geometries for numerical study

No. R R/T AWG Iy,WG bIS tIS
[mm] cm2 cm4 mm mm

I 5000 1500 1.2 1.9 - -
II 5000 3000 53.7 12.7 - -
III 5000 5000 53.7 12.7 13.2 3.3
IV 15000 1500 31.2 9.7 - -
V 15000 3000 1002.8 54.9 - -
VI 15000 5000 1002.8 54.9 30.0 7.5

The dimensions of intermediate ring stiffeners have
been determined according to eq. 3.

IIS = 0.48T 3LIS (3)

All stiffeners were introduced as beams with rectan-
gular cross-section, which are eccentrically connected
to the central plane of the shell, having a bIS/tIS -ratio
of 4/1. A base ring was modeled as an angle section
45x40x3. The anchors were spaced at 300 mm. The
mesh of the cylinder was set up with quadratic (side
length 100 mm), four-node elements utilizing a lin-
ear interpolation function. The reference wind load
was chosen as qp = 1.0 kN/m2 with a distribution
around the circumference according to (EN 1993-4-1),
annex C assuming a single, open top tank. Therefore,
an inner suction load of qi = 0.6 kN/m2 was adopted
into the analysis.

2.2 Numerical Calculations

All calculations were accomplished using a com-
mercial software suite (Sofistik AG). The Newton-
Raphson algorithm was used to find the local limit
load FNR. Subsequently a quasi-static analysis with in-
crements starting at FNR/1000 followed to determine
the post-buckling path and shape of the structure.

An independent check of representative results was
carried out using the ABAQUS (Hibbitt and Inc.) arc-
length method for GMNA (geometric and materially
nonlinear analysis) and GMNIA (geometric and ma-
terially nonlinear analysis with imperfections). The
results of ABAQUS and Sofistik agreed well.

Two kinds of imperfections were studied. In order
to determine the local buckling behaviour between
the bottom and the eaves ring, the second eigenform
("2nd EF", fig. 1) was chosen as an imperfection, since
it resulted in larger reductions of buckling capacities
compared to the first buckling mode in preceding stud-
ies. It was necessary to reduce the stiffness of the
intermediate ring stiffeners of tanks III and VI to ten
percent of the real stiffness to achieve a buckling mode
that includes the stiffeners (fig. 3a), hence, to allow for
a better comparison of the local buckling behaviour of
the tanks studied.

A global imperfection to simulate buckling of the
end ring (Stiffener Buckling - "SB", fig. 2) was gen-
erated using a LBA (Linear Bifurcation Analysis) for
a linear increasing load from the leeward side to the

(a) Tank I, 2nd EF (b) Tank IV, 2nd EF

Figure 1: Local buckling imperfection shapes, tanks I and IV

(a) Tank I, SB (b) Tank IV, SB

Figure 2: Global buckling imperfection shapes, tanks I and IV

(a) Tank VI, 2nd EF (b) Tank VI, SB

Figure 3: Local and global buckling imperfection shape, tank VI

windward meridian. The sign of this initial deforma-
tion was chosen to result in the smallest buckling
strength.

The imperfection amplitude was determined assum-
ing tolerance class C according to (EN 1993-1-6) in
each case.

2.3 Load factors employing pinned lower edge
boundary

Load factors in tab. 2 are the reference for section 3.

Table 2: Buckling capacity of tanks: Max. wind load in kN/m2

tank LBA GMNA GMNIA GMNIA
(2nd EF) (SB)

I 1.25 1.30 0.56 0.91
II 0.23 0.24 0.20 0.19
III 0.27 0.29 0.23 0.23
IV 3.46 3.61 2.10 1.28
V 0.65 0.67 0.89 0.39
VI 0.90 0.99 0.62 0.63



Figure 4: Typical detail of a flexible lower edge boundary
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Figure 5: Uplift of the bottom around the circumference, wind
from 0◦, tank IV

3 FLEXIBLE LOWER BOUNDARY

Flexible lower boundaries, as depicted in fig 4, allow
for meridional and radial deflections of the bottom
edge of tanks. Typical anchors reach a stiffness of
about 10 000 kN/m while this may drop down to about
2500 kN/m when the flexibility of the angle profile is
considered while determining the spring constant.

The tank is lifted up until about 45◦ away from the
windward meridian (fig. 5). The lever arm to transfer
the global wind moment to the base slab is decreased,
which results in an increase of meridional compression,
that may cause axial buckling of very thin walled shells.
The uplift favours circumferential bending of the wind
girder, leading to an ovalization of the tank’s upper
edge, that causes uplift at lee side.

A flexible bottom results in considerable radial dis-
placements that favours circumferential bending of the
structure, which prevents the shell to bear wind loads
via membrane stresses. Even small deflections of the
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Figure 6: Bearing capacity related to deformation of tank bottom

bottom in radial or vertical direction may lead to a
considerable drop of bearing capacity (fig. 6).

When the anchors are sufficiently stiff to prevent de-
formations at the connection points of the anchors, the
deformation of the tank between the anchors prevents
the shell from bearing the loads as high as for a pinned
lower edge boundary (fig. 6, k > 5).

The current Eurocode prohibits to take into account
a pinned lower edge if the zero deflection criterion is
not met for "BC1f" (fig. 6). This demand is satisfied
at approximately 50 000 kN/m for tank IV. If weaker
springs are determined, a transition from "BC1f" to
"BC3" is necessary. No interpolation formula is pro-
vided that describes the influence on the critical cir-
cumferential buckling stress σθ,Rcr and, safe-sidedly,
BC3 should be assumed. In this case σθ,Rcr becomes
zero for medium length cylinders and reaches a low
value for short cylinders ((EN 1993-1-6), table D.3).

In order to allow for a first conclusion on the theo-
retical reduction of buckling capacity due to the dis-
creteness effect of the anchors, that are not recognized
by (EN 1993-1-6), the results of a numerical study are
presented below.

Tanks I to VI were analyzed for a large range of
anchor stiffnesses and the results have been plotted,
relative to the values presented in tab. 2 - referred to
as "BC1f", in figs. 7 to 12 applying a logarithmic scale
for the spring stiffnesses.

The results of GMNA and LBA are close in every
case with a maximum difference of about ten percent
(fig. 12) for tank VI. Hence, geometrical nonlinearity
plays a minor role only. The strength gain with increas-
ing spring stiffness is more pronounced for tanks I
and IV while with increasing R/T -ratio the influence
of the lower edge boundary condition vanishes. In the
case of tank III almost no reduction of the perfect struc-
ture’s buckling load occurs, compared to a shell with a
pinned boundary (fig. 9).

Depending on the R/T - and L/R-ratio, the GMNIA
buckling resistances differ. Basically, weaker anchors
result in, partially huge, losses of buckling strength,
which may drop to about 40% of the values in tab. 2
(fig. 11, 2nd EF, kSpri = 1000 kN/m). Usually, buck-
ling capacities determined by GMNIA almost reach
the reference load (tab. 2) at high spring stiffnesses
but differ significantly when springs are more flexible.
Local buckling is normally more affected by weaker
springs than global buckling.

Especially the four tanks with larger wind girders
have a less decreased ultimate limit load when flexible
boundaries are adopted into the analysis. Only ten
percent less buckling resistance is determined (fig. 8).

Local buckling of tank IV is almost unaffected by
weak springs (fig. 10). This is due to the buckling
mode, which expands over the end ring (fig. 1 b) and,
hence, provokes global buckling. Since the upper edge
is quite weak, this becomes decisive and a buckling
resistance close to the BC1f boundary load is obtained,
even with low spring stiffnesses of the anchors.
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Figure 7: Numerical results of flexibly anchored tank I
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Figure 8: Numerical results of flexibly anchored tank II
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Figure 9: Numerical results of flexibly anchored tank III
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Figure 10: Numerical results of flexibly anchored tank IV
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Figure 11: Numerical results of flexibly anchored tank V
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Figure 12: Numerical results of flexibly anchored tank VI

4 CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, a study on flexibly anchored tanks has
been presented. The model and the analysis procedure
were described. Buckling resistances, using a pinned
lower edge (BC1f), were determined as a reference
for a parametric study, which deals with six different
cylindrical shells of revolution having discrete anchors
and varying anchor stiffnesses. It was observed that
a lower edge boundary, which allows meridional dis-
placements, leads to a considerable loss of buckling
strength. Therefore, designers in practice should in-
clude flexible, discrete anchors in their FE model until
simplifications are codified based on further research.

Further investigation is necessary to confirm the
results of the paper and extend the parameter range for
a broader applicability.
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